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OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU 
 
Forge Light Theatreworks (FLT, a program of Lucent Performing Arts), is committed to running an organized, fair, 
safe and respectful audition and rehearsal process. Rehearsal schedule will be clearly announced prior to rehearsals 
in conjunction with the audition notice for that production. Changes to this schedule will be discussed with the cast 
and all involved with as much notice as possible. FLT will ensure punctual start and end times for rehearsals and 
break periods. FLT is committed to ensuring cast member’s time is respected and used wisely at rehearsals.  Longer 
rehearsal times (excluding technical rehearsals) will be requested with as much advance notice as possible. FLT will 
run an organized and planned Technical rehearsal process to the best of our ability. If you feel any of these 
commitments have not been met, please reach out to FLT’s Artistic Director, Keith Rabin Jr. 

 
POLICIES FOR PERFORMING ARTISTS 

 
FLT will enforce policies that will ensure respectful and safe interactions and protect the physical and mental safety 
of everyone involved in any FLT event (FLT events may include any production, rehearsal, audition, workshop, 
community event or any other organized function managed or staffed by Forge Light Theatreworks.) 

  
1. Performing Artist Interaction 

Forge Light Theatreworks is committed to a safe space for its artists, technicians, and volunteers. Our first goal is 
to supply a safe space for all people, animals and the planet. FLT promises to protect your physical and mental 
health, no matter your race, religion, orientation, or sexual/gender identity. FLT has a zero-tolerance policy for 
any type of harassment. 

a. Harassment 
i. FLT recognizes the full Colorado definition of harassment. Please take a moment to CLICK HERE to 

view and fully understand this definition.  
1. Sexual Harassment is unwanted or undirected physical touching of any kind. Performing 

Artists should ask for consent before making any character choices that may make their fellow 
performing artists uncomfortable both on AND off stage.   

2. Verbal Harassment is when a person intends to cause emotional harm by speaking negatively 
or hatefully about another, whether it is directly or indirectly. FLT reserves the right to expel 
any person exhibiting verbal negativity towards others, spreading of rumors, degrading of 
talent, premeditating or discussing acts of violence and anything else that creates a toxic or 
mentally unsafe environment.  

3. Physical Harassment is causing or intending physical harm on any person involved in any FLT 
managed event. Violations of this policy will be cause for immediate expulsion. FLT reserves 
the right to call necessary authorities to deescalate or remove a dangerous situation. 

b. Substance Use 
i. Use or abuse of any non-prescribed substance prior to or during an FLT managed event that causes 

the inability to perform one’s job. Artists who may be using prescribed medication that may impair 
their ability to perform must discuss with the production leader. 

ii. Anyone found intoxicated during an FLT managed event will be asked to leave the premises.  
iii. If unable to drive, FLT will arrange safe transportation. If safe transportation is refused, FLT reserves 

the right to call the necessary authorities to ensure the safety of the community.  
iv. FLT Management will properly investigate and determine if the violation constitutes expulsion from 

the production or event. 
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c. Unreliability/Insubordination 
i. Artists, technicians, volunteers, or anyone involved with an FLT managed event are held to a high 

standard when it comes to reliability.  
ii. Excessive cases of late arrivals, calling out of rehearsals, inability or unwillingness to memorize lines 

and/or music, inability or unwillingness to take notes/direction and anything that degrades the 
artistic quality of any production may be cause for the expulsion from the production or recast in a 
different role within the production.  

d. Consent & Contact 
i. FLT expects all participants to utilize consent-based practices. This means that you are required to 

practice consent to touch. At no time should a cast or crew member touch another cast or crew 
member without specific consent. Please remember that consent is situational and revocable at any 
time. A yes once does not mean a yes always. 
 
For scenes that require physical contact, that contact will be specifically choreographed by the 
director and/or a choreographer. Actors are expected to perform the choreography as staged. 
Repeated failure to adhere to this policy is grounds for expulsion from the production.  
 

2. Performing Artist Expectations  
a. Performing Artists will commit to making the proper accommodations to arrive at all scheduled rehearsals 

and productions when they are scheduled.  
b. Performing Artists will give ample notice of any late arrivals or unexpected conflicts to the stage manager 

or director of that production. 
c. Performing Artists will adhere to a high level of professionalism when representing FLT to our venue, 

audiences or anyone in the community we come in contact with.  
d. Performing Artists will come prepared and ready to succeed at any FLT managed events they are involved 

in.  
e. FLT Performing Artists are expected to be professional and respectful to their fellow performing artists, 

technical artists, and artistic leadership. Please use the Violations and Resolutions policy as a guide if you 
feel the above expectations are not being met.  

f. All Performing Artists will aid in the breakdown and cleanup of a closed production prior to receiving pay. 
Extenuating circumstances will be considered.  

g. Performing Artists should make it a point to use fellow artists’ specified pronouns. 

3. Policy Violations and Resolutions  
a. The leadership of FLT has an open-door non-retaliation policy when it comes to reporting any violations. If 

any person involved in any FLT event feels they were a victim or a witness to a violation, they should take 
the following channels. Reporters of violations may remain anonymous but may be called upon for further 
information.  
i. Report to the event/production Stage Manager 

ii. Report to the event/production Director or Music Director 
iii. Report directly to the Artistic Director - Keith Rabin Jr. Keith@lucentperformingarts.org  
iv. If you do not feel safe or comfortable with any of the above channels, please send an email to the 

Lucent Performing Arts Board Chair, Will Adams, at will@lucentperformingarts.org.  
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b. Production leadership will conduct a fair, fast and confidential investigation of any reported violations. The 
main goal is to cause the least disruption, least animosity and the outcome must serve the better of the 
production, all involved, and the organization as a whole. Anyone found perpetuating rumors, spreading 
disinformation, or discussing confidential matters about others will be in violation of the Respectful and 
Safe Performing Artist Interaction Policy under the Verbal Harassment section. 

c. In the instance of expulsion from a production. FLT reserves the right to expel with or without pay based 
on the situation. FLT also reserves the right to refuse future casting to anyone who was previously 
expelled for violating an FLT policy.  
  

4. Performing Artist Pay Policy 
All Lucent Performing Arts Performing Artist positions are paid a “Per Show” stipend. This amount will be the 
same for all actors but may change based on the individual production.  

a. Apart from understudies, all Performing Artists are paid the same amount.  
b. All paid production staff will be paid out on the closing night of each production. This payout may be 

contingent on the following: 
i. Returning of any costumes, props, scripts, scores, or other collateral that is rented or needs to be 

returned to a third party by Lucent Performing Arts. Compensation may be reduced if any property 
is lost or destroyed. 

ii. Full cast support in the cleanup and teardown of a closing production. 
iii. Performing Artist was in good standing and was not expelled for any policy violation. 

c. FLT Performing Artists will be compensated on a per-performance basis as stated on their production 
contract. 
  

5. FLT Understudy Policy 
FLT Reserves the right to cast understudies to protect the show in the event a lead or supporting lead 
performing artist is unable to perform.  

a. Understudies are ensemble Performing Artists that learn an additional role in the event the originally cast 
Performing Artist is unable to perform. Understudies are important to ensure the show will go on! 
i. Understudies are expected to learn and be able to perform the role for which they were originally 

cast and any other role as set by the production director. Understudies may need to go on for their 
secondary role at a moment’s notice and must properly prepare themselves for this possibility.  

ii. Separate rehearsals specifically for understudies may be scheduled to make sure they have a handle 
on the role they are understudying for. 

iii. FLT reserves the right to have an understudy go on for any performance, at any time and for any 
reason at the discretion pr production/artistic leadership.  

iv. FLT reserves the right to schedule additional rehearsals in the instance an understudy must replace a 
role. We will provide as much notice as possible.  

v. Understudies are paid at a higher rate for the added responsibility and work.  
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OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU 
 
Forge Light Theatreworks (FLT, a program of Lucent Performing Arts), is committed to running an organized, fair, 
safe and respectful production process. FLT is committed to ensuring technical artist’s time and talents are 
respected and used wisely at technical meetings and rehearsals. FLT will strive to run an organized and well-planned 
technical rehearsal process to the best of our ability. If you feel any of these commitments have not been met, 
please reach out to FLT’s Artistic Director, Keith Rabin Jr. 

 
POLICIES FOR TECHNICAL ARTISTS 

 
FLT will enforce policies that will ensure respectful and safe interactions and protect the physical and mental safety 
of everyone involved in any FLT event (FLT events may include any production, rehearsal, audition, workshop, 
community event or any other organized function managed or staffed by Forge Light Theatreworks.) 

  
1. Technical Artist Interaction Policy 

Forge Light Theatreworks is committed to a safe space for its artists, technicians, and volunteers. Our first goal is 
to supply a safe space for all people, animals and the planet. FLT promises to protect your physical and mental 
health, no matter your race, religion, orientation, or your sexual or gender identity. FLT has a zero-tolerance policy 
for any type of harassment. 

a. Harassment 
i. FLT recognizes the full Colorado definition of harassment. Please take a moment to CLICK HERE to 

view and fully understand this definition.  
1. Sexual Harassment is unwanted or undirected physical touching of any kind. Performing 

Artists should ask for consent before making any character choices that may make their fellow 
performing artists uncomfortable both on AND offstage.   

2. Verbal Harassment is when an Artist intends to cause emotional harm by speaking negatively 
or hatefully about another, whether it is directly or indirectly. FLT reserves the right to expel 
any person exhibiting verbal negativity towards others, spreading of rumors, degrading of 
talent, premeditating or discussing acts of violence and anything else that creates a toxic or 
mentally unsafe environment.  

3. Physical Harassment is causing or intending physical harm on any person involved in any FLT 
managed event. Violations of this policy will be cause for immediate expulsion. FLT reserves 
the right to call necessary authorities to deescalate or remove a dangerous situation. 

b. Substance Use 
i. Use or abuse of any non-prescribed substance prior to or during an FLT managed event that causes 

the inability to perform one’s job. Artists who may be using prescribed medication that may impair 
their ability to perform must discuss this with the production leader. 

ii. Anyone found intoxicated during an FLT managed event will be asked to leave the premises.  
iii. If unable to drive, FLT will arrange safe transportation. If safe transportation is refused, FLT reserves 

the right to call the necessary authorities to ensure the safety of the community.  
iv. FLT Management will properly investigate and determine if the violation constitutes expulsion from 

the production or event. 
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c. Unreliability/Insubordination 
i. Artists, technicians, volunteers, or anyone involved with an FLT managed event are held to certain 

expectations when it comes to reliability. 
ii. Excessive cases of late arrivals, not being present for tech rehearsals or inability or unwillingness to 

take notes/direction and anything that degrades the artistic quality of any production may be cause 
for the expulsion from the production. 

 
2. Basic Technical Artist Expectations Policy 

a. Technical Artists will commit to making the proper accommodations to arrive at all scheduled rehearsals 
and productions when they are called.  

b. Technical Artists will give ample notice of any late arrivals or unexpected conflicts to the stage manager or 
director of that production. 

c. Technical Artists will plan for and adhere to the deadlines given for drawings/models and final execution 
of their design as set forth by production/artistic leadership.  

d. Technical Artists will adhere to a high level of professionalism when representing FLT to our venues, 
audiences or anyone in the community we come in contact with.  

e. Technical Artists will come prepared and ready to succeed at any FLT managed events they are involved in.  
f. Technical Artists will come to as many pre-tech run through rehearsals as necessary to grasp the flow of 

the show 
g. Technical Artists are expected to be at ALL production meetings, load ins, technical rehearsals and closing 

production loadouts. 
h. FLT Technical Artists are expected to be professional and respectful to the other technical artists involved 

in any FLT managed event, casts, and artistic leadership. Please use the Violations and Resolutions policy 
as a guide if you feel the above expectations are not being met.  

i. All Technical Artists will aid in the breakdown and cleanup of their specific area of expertise upon closing 
of production. Extenuating circumstances will be considered.  

j. Once a contract is signed, Technical Artists will be expected to find a replacement technician should they 
be unable to fulfill their duties for the production.  

k. Technical Artists should make it a point to use fellow artists’ specified pronouns. 

3. Violations and Resolutions Policy 
a. The leadership of FLT has an open-door non-retaliation policy when it comes to reporting any violations. If 

any person involved in any FLT event feels they were a victim or a witness to a violation, they should take 
the following channels. Reporters of violations may remain anonymous but may be called upon for further 
information.  
i. Report to the event/production Stage Manager 

ii. Report to the event/production Director or Music Director 
iii. Report directly to the Artistic Director - Keith Rabin Jr. keith@lucentperformiongarts.org  
iv. If you do not feel safe or comfortable with any of the above channels, please send an email to the 

Lucent Performing Arts Board Chair, Will Adams, at will@lucentperformingarts.org.  
b. Production leadership will conduct a fair, fast and confidential investigation of any reported violations. The 

main goal is to cause the least disruption, least animosity and the outcome must serve the better of the 
production, all involved, and the organization as a whole. Anyone found perpetuating rumors, spreading 
disinformation, or discussing confidential matters about others will be in violation of the Respectful and 
Safe Performing Artist Interaction Policy under the Verbal Harassment section. 
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c. In the instance of expulsion from a production. FLT reserves the right to expel with or without pay based 
on the situation. FLT also reserves the right to refuse future casting to anyone who was previously 
expelled for violating an FLT policy.  
  

a. Technical Artist Pay Policy 
All Lucent Performing Arts technical artist positions are paid a flat fee amount as agreed upon between 
the Production Leader and Artistic Director prior to the start of production.  

b. All paid production staff will be paid out on the closing night of each production. This payout may be 
contingent on the following: 
i. Returning of any collateral that is owned by FLT/Lucent Performing Arts, rented from a third party or 

needs to be returned to a third party. Compensation may be reduced if any property is lost or 
destroyed by technician negligence. 

ii. Technical Artist was in good standing and was not in violation of or expelled for any policy violation. 
c. FLT Technical Artists will be compensated their flat fee amount as stated on their artist contracts.  
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OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU 
 
Forge Light Theatreworks (FLT, a program of Lucent Performing Arts), is committed to running an organized, fair, 
safe and respectful production process. FLT is committed to ensuring Artistic Leaders’ time and talents are respected 
and used wisely at meetings and rehearsals. If you feel any of these commitments have not been met, please reach 
out to FLT’s Artistic Director, Keith Rabin Jr. 

 
POLICIES FOR ARTISTIC LEADERS 

 
FLT will enforce policies that will ensure respectful and safe interactions and protect the physical and mental safety 
of everyone involved in any FLT event (FLT events may include any production, rehearsal, audition, workshop, 
community event or any other organized function managed or staffed by Forge Light Theatreworks.) 

  
1. Artistic Leader/Cast Interaction Policy 

Forge Light Theatreworks is committed to a safe space for its artists, technicians, and volunteers. Our first priority 
is to supply a safe space for all people, animals and the planet. As an Artistic Leader it is your direct responsibility 
to protect the physical and mental health, no matter the race, religion, orientation, or identity of our performing 
and Artistic Leadership. You are responsible for following AND upholding the following cast policies. FLT has a 
zero-tolerance policy for any type of harassment and Forge Light Theatreworks reserves the right to terminate the 
contract of any Artistic leader for failing to follow and/or uphold the following policies.   

a. Harassment 
i. FLT recognizes the full Colorado definition of harassment. Please take a moment to CLICK HERE to 

view and fully understand this definition.  
1. Sexual Harassment is unwanted or undirected physical touching of any kind. Performing 

Artists should ask for consent before making any character choices that may make their fellow 
performing artists uncomfortable both on AND off stage.   

2. Verbal Harassment/Bullying is when someone intends to cause emotional harm by speaking 
negatively or hatefully about another, whether it is directly or indirectly. FLT reserves the right 
to expel any person exhibiting verbal negativity towards others, spreading of rumors, 
degrading of talent, premeditating or discussing acts of violence and anything else that creates 
a toxic or mentally unsafe environment.  

3. Physical Harassment is causing or intending physical harm on any person involved in any FLT 
managed event. Violations of this policy will be cause for immediate expulsion. FLT reserves 
the right to call necessary authorities to deescalate or remove a dangerous situation. 

b. Substance Use 
i. Use or abuse of any non-prescribed substance prior to or during an FLT managed event that causes 

the inability to perform one’s job. Artists who may be using prescribed medication that may impair 
their ability to perform must discuss this with the production leader. 

ii. Anyone found intoxicated during an FLT managed event will be asked to leave the premises.  
iii. If unable to drive, FLT will arrange safe transportation. If safe transportation is refused, FLT reserves 

the right to call the necessary authorities to ensure the safety of the community.  
iv. FLT Management will properly investigate and determine if the violation constitutes expulsion from 

the production or event. 
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c. Unreliability/Insubordination 

i. Artists, technicians, volunteers, or anyone involved with an FLT managed event are held to certain 
expectations when it comes to reliability. 

ii. Excessive cases of late arrivals, not being present for rehearsals or inability or unwillingness to take 
notes/direction and anything that degrades the artistic quality of any production may be cause for 
the expulsion from the production. 

d. Consent & Contact 
i. FLT expects all participants to utilize consent-based practices. This means that you are required to 

practice consent to touch. At no time should a cast or crew member touch another cast or crew 
member without specific consent. Please remember that consent is situational and revocable at any 
time. A yes once does not mean a yes always. 

 
For scenes that require physical contact, that contact will be specifically choreographed by the 
director and/or choreographer. Actors are expected to perform the choreography as staged. Repeated 
failure to adhere to choreography is grounds for expulsion from the production.  

 
2. Cast Disciplinary Procedures 

a. Artistic leaders may suspend an artist from a specific rehearsal or performance for any violations of the 
above interaction policies.  

b. Any violations of policy that causes a cast member dismissal or conversation MUST be communicated to 
the FLT Artistic Director.  

c. Expulsion of a cast member from a production must be approved and coordinated by the FLT Artistic 
Director and will not be done until after an investigation as listed in the below Violations and Resolutions 
policy.  
 

3. Artistic Leader Hiring Policy 
a. Artistic Leaders are responsible for hiring those that will report to them.  
b. Candidates and pay must be approved by the FLT Artistic Director. 
c. Artistic Leaders will prioritize the mission of hiring/casting a diverse and inclusive team.  

4. Artistic Leader Expectations Policy 
a. Artistic Leadership will commit to making the proper accommodations to arrive at all scheduled rehearsals 

and productions prior to cast arrival.  
b. Artistic Leadership will give ample notice of any late arrivals or unexpected conflicts to the stage manager 

assistant director. 
c. Artistic Leaders will adhere to a high level of professionalism when representing FLT to our venues, 

audiences or anyone in the community we come in contact with.  
d. Artistic Leaders will come prepared and ready to succeed at any FLT managed events they are involved 

with.  
e. Artistic Leaders are expected to be at ALL production meetings, load ins, technical rehearsals and closing 

production loadouts. 
f. All Artistic Leaders will aid in the breakdown and cleanup of their specific area of expertise upon closing of 

production. Extenuating circumstances will be considered.  
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g. If an Artistic Leader cannot complete the terms of their contract, they will reach out to the FLT Artistic 
Director to discuss replacements/logistics.  

h. Artistic Leadership is required to use everyone’s specified pronouns. 

5. Violations and Resolutions Policy 
a. The leadership of FLT has an open-door non-retaliation policy when it comes to reporting any violations. If 

any person involved in any FLT event feels they were a victim or a witness to a violation, they should take 
the following channels. Reporters of violations may remain anonymous but may be called upon for further 
information. Artistic Leaders should report any issues directly to the Artistic Director. 
i. Report to the event/production Stage Manager 

ii. Report to the event/production Director or Music Director 
iii. Report directly to the Artistic Director - Keith Rabin Jr:  keith@lucentperformingarts.org  
iv. If you do not feel safe or comfortable with any of the above channels, please send an email to the 

Lucent Performing Arts Board Chair, Will Adams, at will@lucentperformingarts.org.  
b. Production leadership will conduct a fair, fast and confidential investigation of any reported violations. The 

main goal is to cause the least disruption, least animosity and the outcome must serve the better of the 
production, all involved, and the organization as a whole. Anyone found perpetuating rumors, spreading 
disinformation, or discussing confidential matters about others will be in violation of the Respectful and 
Safe Performing Artist Interaction Policy under the Verbal Harassment section. 

c. In the instance of expulsion from a production, FLT reserves the right to expel with or without pay based 
on the situation. FLT also reserves the right to refuse future casting to anyone who was previously 
expelled for violating an FLT policy. 
 

6. Artistic Leader Pay Policy 
All Lucent Performing Arts Artistic Leader positions are paid a flat fee amount as agreed upon between the 
Leader and Artistic Director prior to the start of production.  

a. All paid production staff will be paid out on the closing night of each production. This payout may be 
contingent on the following: 
i. Returning of any collateral that is owned by FLT/Lucent Performing Arts, rented from a third party or 

needs to be returned to a third party. Compensation may be reduced if any property is lost or 
destroyed. 

ii. Artistic Leader was in good standing and was not in violation of/expelled for any policy violation. 
c. FLT Artistic Leadership will be compensated their flat fee amount as stated on their signed contracts.  
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